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Abstract
Background: In the recent decades, the relationship between psycho-physical disorders and weather conditions
has taken on an increased scientific solidity. Furthermore, it is known to every clinician that healthcare practice has
an important role in the management of psycho-physical disorders of patients affected by multiple sclerosis. Given
that meteorosensitivity is related to the psycho-physical feebleness, this study is an attempt to clarify if treatments in
a non-acute care rehabilitation centre can reduce the meteorosensitivity in patients with multiple sclerosis.
Methods: In the spring 2014, 42 patients with MS, at Fondazione Don Gnocchi Santa Maria Nascente Centre
(Milan, Italy), were observed by two evaluations (initial and final). The initial evaluation was the administration of
METEO-Q, a questionnaire able to quantify the meteorosensitivity degree of the subjects, and Beck Depression
Inventory-II, mainly. For each patient, passed one month, the final evaluation was carried out with the same modalities.
Results: A statistically significant difference was found between initial and final meteorosensitivity degree
(P=0.01), with better scores in final evaluations for most of the subjects. The correlation between Beck Depression
Inventory-II and meteorosensitivity degree resulted significant and positive (R=0.377; P=0.001) and it confirms the
link between psycho-physical feebleness and meteorosensitivity. Finally, no significant correlation emerged between
initial meteorosensitivity degree and body mass index (R=0.187; P=0.236).
Conclusions: This study confirms the possibility of improving meteorosensitivity, probably by rehabilitation too.
Future studies could clarify the effects of health care practice on meteorosensitivity.

Keywords: Multiple sclerosis; Rehabilitation; Biometeorology;
Complementary therapies; Depression

Abbreviations: MS: Multiple Sclerosis; MTS: Meteorosensitivity or
Meteorosensitive; MD: Meteorosensitivity Degree; SR: Daily Average
Solar Radiation; T: Daily Average Temperature; RH: Daily Average
Relative Humidity; QS: METEO-Q Scores, Δ: Variation (final value initial value).
Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating, chronic, inflammatory
and autoimmune disease, with progressive course. It affects the white
matter, and less the grey matter, in the Central Nervous System [1].
In the world, it has an incidence of 7:100.000 cases/year, each person
has 1:400 chances to get it over lifetime and its onset occurs typically
between 20 and 40 years old [2].
In patients with MS, a cellular and humoral immunity disorder
produces disseminated injuries of nervous tissue, known as
demyelinating plaques. They generally happen during critical episodes,
defined as exacerbations. During an exacerbation phase, a worsening
of neurological clinical picture usually occurs. In most of patients,
it can regress with different degrees (remission phase) and tend to
repeat over the next years. Often, remissions become smaller than
exacerbations, until the worsening of neurological picture become
constant [3]. It could cause different symptoms such as motor, sensory,
or visual impairment, fatigue, bowel, bladder, and sexual dysfunctions
[4]. MS can also determine the onset of cognitive impairments [5]
and psychiatric symptoms, mainly depression [6]. For these reasons,
patients with MS can be psycho-physically feeble.
Nowadays, meteorosensitivity (MTS) is no longer considered as a
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suggestion derived from popular myths, but it is studied by medical
biometeorology. It is defined as the susceptibility of the subject to the
action of one or more meteorological phenomena. They can cause
physical and psychic upsets or exacerbations of preexisting symptoms.
Therefore, meteorosensitive subjects reveal some difficulties to solve
physical and psychic perturbations generated by physical energy of
meteorological events. For these reasons, MTS can be considered
as a “general adaptation syndrome”, because it is linked to the daily
stress management. The action of meteorological factors and other
stressor events can make difficult to maintain the physiological
variables balanced. When the limits of homeostatic compensation are
overstepped, several somatoform disorders can develop. Therefore, the
ability to manage stress represents an important prognostic factor. In
fact, psycho-physical reactivity can reach a compensation state in order
to successfully face meteorological stressor events [7].
Amongst the weather factors able to influence psyche, brightness
is the most studied. It influences the vivacity of psycho-physical
reactions by conditioning specific neuroendocrine mechanisms
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involved in circadian and circannual rhythms. The two last editions of
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders recognize a
disorder in which people become depressed in a certain period of the
year, such as winter and summer, the Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
[8]. SAD seems to be related to latitude [9], in fact one of the causes of
SAD is the variation in hours of daily sunshine [10]. Moreover, several
trials show an efficacy of bright light on depressive symptomatology in
non-seasonal depression [11]. Weather factors seem to be related also
to both attempted and completed suicides with a non-seasonal pattern
[12]. Other conditions, such as anxiety [13], concentration reductions
[14] and aggressions [15] seem to show a significant meteorotropism.
The other strongest evidences regard the combined action of
high and low temperatures and humidity on cardiovascular and
musculoskeletal systems [16,17].
Therefore, it is appropriate to consider patients with MS as
particularly meteorosensitive subjects and to choose MS for the study
of MTS.
Patients affected by MS are susceptible especially to relatively high
temperature. This condition is known as Uhthoff ’s phenomenon. It is a
disorder of neurological functions that is stereotyped, short in duration
(less than 24 hours), reversible and related to recurrent fluctuations
in axonal conduction properties. These acute changes can be linked
to various antecedent triggering factors, all of which are associated in
some way with an increase in core body temperature. The main causal
factors are high environmental temperature, fever, physical exercise, hot
baths or showers, increase of psychological stress and perimenstrual
period [18].
Medical Biometeorology’s approach to disease is the same as
Eastern medicine [19]. As explained previously, right mental behaviours
can avoid a psycho-physical imbalance, reach a compensation
state in order to successfully face stressor events and consequently
avoid physical disease. That is why psychological assistance and/or
meditation are essential for the eradication of meteorosensitivity. Some
symptomatological therapies are also possible and already adopted.
They are physical and bioenergetics techniques; Reiki, acupuncture,
homeopathy and phytotherapy are peculiar examples. In different ways,
they act by stimulating the physiological organic reactions [20].
Moreover, climatotherapy, that uses the positive action exercised
by the climate of specific places, could represent an option to be
investigated better.
Finally, healthcare practice has also an important role in the
management of psycho-physical disorders of patients [21]. Therefore,
it is logical to wonder whether the clinical-rehabilitation practice can
represent a symptomatological care for meteorosensitivity. The main
purpose of this study is to provide some clarifications of this issue,
taking in exam a sample of patients affected by multiple sclerosis.

Material and Methods
Subjects
Patients with MS flocking to Fondazione Don Gnocchi, Santa
Maria Nascente Centre (Milan-Italy) were selected according to specific
inclusion/exclusion criteria. After the inclusion/exclusion procedures,
42 patients (female=28% to 67.7%; male=14% to 33.3%) were observed.
In this rehabilitation centre, generally people are recovered with no
exacerbation of disease in course. Therefore, their permanence in the
structure could be also a temporary interruption of their chaotic race of
everyday life, because they receive assistance from the health workers
Altern Integ Med, an open access journal
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and socialize with other people with MS.

Inclusion/exclusion criteria
The following patients with MS were included in the study:
a) with no current exacerbation, for assessing only people with a
stable clinical condition;
b) regardless the clinical picture (Kurtzke’s EDSS and MS type),
because, given the study protocol and methods, they were not
considered as important elements;
c) with a normal adjusted score (≥ 24) of Mini Mental State
Examination (MMSE), Measso et al. version (22), for selecting
only people able to answer suitably to questionnaires;
d) whose treatment cycle lasted for at least a month;
e) that finished the previous rehabilitation cycle for more than one
month before the initial evaluation. Thus, this period can be
compared with the observation month.

Evaluation scales
For patient inclusion and exclusion, MMSE, Measso et al. [22]
version was employed.
For patient evaluation, the following scales were employed:
a) Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), for the evaluation
of depressive symptoms and behavioural characteristics of
depression [23,24].
b) METEO-Q questionnaire, for establishing the meteorosensitivity
degree (MD) of the subject (Questionnaire 1). It is a selfassessment questionnaire recently developed and validated with
an excellent internal consistency: Cronbach’s α (items 1-5) = 0,81
and Cronbach’s α (items 6-11) = 0,87 [25]. It is composed of two
groups of items (1-5 and 6-11) and one checklist. Each group of
items, independently from the other, allows determining the MD
of the subject. The only other available statistic about METEO-Q
is an accuracy of 0,73 in a sample of bipolar subjects and 0,68 in
a sample of healthy subjects [26]. The METEO-Q questionnaire
analyses all the main symptoms usually correlated to weather/
climatic conditions. In fact, this study does not examine a specific
symptom, even if patients with MS usually refer some typical
upsets.

Study protocol
In the spring 2014, each admitted patient was included/excluded
according to the inclusion/exclusion criteria. On the day of his entry,
each patient was evaluated (initial evaluation). The initial evaluation
was:
a) Administration of BDI-II;
b) Administration of METEO-Q;
c) Registration of subjects’ height and weight, used for the body
mass index (BMI) calculation.
After one month from initial evaluation, the final one was carried
out with the same modalities. About the administration modalities
of METEO-Q, some clarifications (specific of this case) need to be
done. In METEO-Q instructions, there are not specific indications
about a temporal parameter to which patient should refer to during
the answers. Therefore, a time frame of 1 month was chosen: patients
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METEO-Q questionnaire

(Mazza M., Di Nicola M., Janiri L.)

Name………………….

Date of Birth……………

Date of Evaluation…………………..

For every item attribute a score as the following legend:
0 = absent, 1 = light, 2 = moderate, 3 = considerable, 4 = serious.

1) Variations of mood in relation to the change of latitude, the geographic zone, the jet leg.
Specify induced modifications…………………………………………………………

[ ]

2) Variations of mood in relation to atmospheric changes (ex.: when it begins or when
it stops raining, when it is cloudy, when it is sunny or when the sun suddenly goes
down, when humidity increases).
Specify induced modifications…………………………………………………………

[ ]

3) Variations of mood in relation to the brightness of the sky (when days are more or less
luminous or when days “grow tall” or “they are shortened” according to the seasons).
Specify induced modifications…………………………………………………………

[ ]

4) Variations of mood caused by the temperature changes (warmer or colder days).
Specify induced modifications………………………………………………………….

[ ]

5) Mood changes caused by the seasons changing.
Specify induced modifications…………………………………………………………

[ ]

6) Indicate the degree of relation between the set in symptomatology and the
climatic or atmospheric change.

[ ]

7) Tendency of these disturbs to minimize or disappear when the triggering
condition stops or when an opposite environmental condition comes up.

[ ]

8) Eventual coincidence of these disturbs with other cyclical phenomena
(ex.: menstrual cycle).

[ ]

9) Presence of prodromical symptoms few days before the climatic modifications
(irritability, weariness…).

[ ]

10) Interference with daily activities due to disturbs induced by climatic changes.

[ ]

11) Uneasiness feelings induced by climatic changes.

[ ]

Metereopathy Checklist
AlternIndicate
Integ Med, anthe
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to meteorological changes that you mostly frequently experience.
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For every voice mark: absent = 0, light = 1, moderate = 2, considerable = 3, severe = 4.

8) Eventual coincidence of these disturbs with other cyclical phenomena
(ex.: menstrual cycle).

[ ]
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(irritability, weariness…).

10) Interference with daily activities due to disturbs induced by climatic changes.

[ ]

11) Uneasiness feelings induced by climatic changes.

[ ]
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Metereopathy Checklist
Indicate the disturbs related to meteorological changes that you mostly frequently experience.

For every voice mark: absent = 0, light = 1, moderate = 2, considerable = 3, severe = 4.
-

lability of mood;
(oscillations of mood within a day or few more days)

0

1

2 3

4

-

extreme reactivity to external events;

0

1

2 3

4

-

depression;

0

1

2 3

4

-

anxiety;

0

1

2 3

4

-

asthenia;

0

1

2 3

4

-

lack of appetite, anhedonia;

0

1

2 3

4

-

irritability, nervousness;

0

1

2 3

4

-

indefinite feeling of malaise;

0

1

2 3

4

-

vague pain, articular pain, muscular pain ;

0

1

2 3

4

-

vertigos;

0

1

2 3

4

-

headache;

0

1

2 3

4

-

nausea;

0

1

2 3

4

-

alterations of the cardiac rhythm (tachycardia);

0

1

2 3

4

-

difficulty with concentration;

0

1

2 3

4

-

insomnia;

0

1

2 3

4

-

excessive sleepiness;

0

1

2 3

4

-

lack of appetite;

0

1

2 3

4

-

excessive appetite;

0

1

2 3

4

-

digestion’s disfunctions ;
(meteorism, belches, acidity, flatulence, irritable colon)

0

1

2 3

4

-

alterations of sexuality;
(lack of desire or on the contrary hyperactivity)

0

1

2 3

4

-

weakness during working activities.

0

1

2 3

4

0

1

2 3

4

Other:……………………………………………………...

TOTAL SCORE ITEMS 1-5: x =
Altern Integ Med, an open access journal
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ITEMS 6-11: x =
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-

digestion’s disfunctions ;
(meteorism, belches, acidity, flatulence, irritable colon)

0

1

2 3

4
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(lack of desire or on the contrary hyperactivity)

-

weakness during working activities.

Other:……………………………………………………...

0

1

2 3

4

0

1

2 3

4
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TOTAL SCORE ITEMS 1-5: x =
TOTAL SCORE ITEMS 6-11: x =

CUT-OFF SCORES

Male

Items 1-5
Items 6-11

Low
sensitivity

Medium
sensitivity

High
sensitivity

Meteoropathy

6<x<8
5<x<7

x>9
x>8

Low
sensitivity

Medium
sensitivity

High
sensitivity

Meteoropathy

x<2
x<2

3<x<5
3<x<4

Female

Items 1-5
Items 6-11

x<4
x<3

5<x<7
4<x<6

8<x<10
7<x<10

x>11
x>11

Questionnaire 1: METEO-Q questionnaire and its instructions and cut-off scores.

were asked to refer to their condition of the previous month. This has
the aim of making the initial and final METEO-Q scores comparable.
Furthermore:
a. Items 1-5 were not administered, because they are related to
conditions considered unchangeable during the interval between
initial and final evaluations;
b. As explained previously, items 6-11 are sufficient for assessing
MTS;
c. Patients tried to evaluate especially air temperature, solar
radiation and humidity influences. This choice is explained in
the following paragraph.
During initial and final evaluations, patient’s treatments were not
influenced.
Once collected all data, the necessary statistical calculations were
performed (see “Statistical methods”).
Because initial evaluations were not carried out all on the same
day, the subjects have not been exposed precisely to the same weather
factors and this is a methodological problem. This point was partially
engaged by considering some meteorological data (revealed by the
State University of Milan’s meteorological station) in the statistical
methodology.

ones that can influence also the indoor environment of the structure
that is devoid of air conditioning.
Milan (45°27′50.98″N 9°11′25.21″E), the second-most populous
city in Italy, serves as the capital of Lombardy. Milan’s climate is similar
to much of northern Italy’s inland plains, where hot, sunny summers
and moderately cold, wet and foggy winters prevail. The spring season
(March-May) is characterized by strong weather variability: in March it
may happen some snow, while in May temperatures >30°C are possible.

Statistical methods
Preliminarily, the Shapiro-Wilk test was applied with the aim of
verifying the normality of distributions. After having pointed out the
non-normality of data distributions, non-parametric tests were chosen
to verify if:
a. a significant difference between initial and final MD was present
(intra-group difference);
b. a significant correlation between BDI-II scores and MD was
present;
c. a significant correlation between initial MD and BMI was present.
The answer to question (a) represents the main purpose of this
study.

Climatological database and geo-demographic characteristics

Questions (b) and (c) were engaged with the aim of providing some
additional data on MTS study.

The climatological database was released by State University of
Milan from February to June 2014. The following meteorological
parameters were considered: solar radiation (SR), daily average
temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH), because they are the only

To answer question (a), Wilcoxon signed-ranked test was applied.
In this case the comparison was made between initial and final
METEO-Q scores (QS). To answer questions (b) and (c), Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient was applied. For question (b) the Spearman’s
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rank correlation coefficient application was carried out without
discerning between initial and final evaluation. Instead, for question
(c) it was carried out between initial QS and the BMI of each patient.
The same test was employed for engaging the meteorological
matter previously described in “Study protocol”. Through Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient, the MD variation (Δ=final score-initial
score) was compared with ΔT and ΔSR. In so doing, it is possible to
obtain a clue about if ΔMD is due to the health care practice, rather
than the passage to a more favourable meteorological condition. RH
was not considered in statistical methodology, because it has not an
approximately linear trend over time (see “4. Discussion”).
All statistical significance levels were posed to p=0.05 and all
confidence intervals to 95%.
For Shapiro-Wilk test application the statistical software R was
employed. Descriptive statistics calculations and the several nonparametric tests were carried out through the statistical software SPSS.

Results
According to the position and distribution measures and to the
analysis of frequencies, it is possible to assert that a general decrease
of all evaluation scores occurred. Graphic visualization of data
distributions is possible by observing Figure 1. How data frequencies
related to METEO-Q varied passing from initial to final evaluation is
represented in Figure 2. After Wilcoxon signed-ranked test application,
a statistically significant difference was observed (p=0.01).
Through Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, the only
statistically significant correlation observed was between BDI-II
and MD (R=0.377; p=0.001). Instead, as shown in Table 1, the other
correlations were not statistically significant. Finally, Figure 3 shows the
trend of daily T and SR passing from 1st February to 30th June 2014.
In this figure RH was not considered because it has constant daily
variation.
Comparisons

R

p

MD and BDI-II

0.377

0.001**

MD and B.M.I.

0.187

0.236

∆MD and ∆T

-0.155

0.327

∆MD and ∆SR

0.063

0.693

*: correlation is significant to level 0.05 (two tails); **: correlation is significant to
level 0.01 (two tails)
Table 1: Rho correlation coefficients (R) and p-values (p) resulted from the
comparisons between the variables considered.

Figure 1: Boxplots constructed with raw data, both initial and final, obtained by
the administration of the evaluation scales to the patients.

Figure 2: Absolute frequencies of the several METEO-Q cut off scores. The
blue bars represent initial evaluations, while the red bars the final ones.
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Figure 3: The trend of daily T and SR passing from 1st February to 30th June
2014.
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Discussion
The observed decrease of BDI-II scores is an index of depression
improvement in most of the patients. Final QS also were resulted
generally lower than the initial ones. In fact, the correlation between
BDI-II scores and MD was resulted positive (R>0) and statistically
significant. It means these variables are related: according to this result,
considering MTS in conjunction with psycho-physical feebleness seems
to be suitable.
The main question of this study is the first one posed. The difference
between initial and final QS was resulted statistically significant. It
means that MTS improvement was not due to chance. However, it is not
possible to precisely establish to what factor/s it is imputable to, because
of the absence of a control group in the statistical methodology and
the difficulty to exclude that it is due to the passage to a more favorable
meteorological condition. Given that no significant correlation about
the meteorological issue resulted, there is a tendency to think that,
in this specific case, the influence on MD is due more to health care
practice. However, the control group is essential for more suitable
results. This thought can be extended with more certainty only to T and
SR, whose values increased nearly linearly passing from March to May
in Milan (Figure 3).
The last comparison was not resulted statistically significant.
Considering this sample, BMI does not seem to be related to MD. More
studies are necessary; in fact the excessive or insufficient BMI indicates
a psycho-physical feebleness and therefore MTS.
These are reflections on results obtained in a study for which some
methodological limits are present. They are due to the impossibility:

of health care practice on MTS, for example taking in exam some bigger
groups of patient and a control group not subject to any treatment.
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